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Abstract
Importance Sanctions, which the USA and EU imposed on Iran in 2012, shattered the economic situation in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Restrictions affected not only the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran and dozens of national commercial banks but also the SWIFT network as the most crucial mechanism of global financial transactions. The article reviews the economic fallout of Iran’s disconnection from the SWIFT global payment network.

Objectives The research seeks an alternative method for cross-bank settlements, which would make Iran independent from the SWIFT network.

Methods The research relies upon statistical, comparative and logic methods.

Results The sanctions against the Islamic Republic of Iran undermine GDP and export of goods, fueled the inflation nationwide and devaluation of the national currency. They also brought more than a half of the Iranian enterprises on the brink of crisis.

Conclusions and Relevance If the Central Bank of Russia modernizes and promotes its financial messaging system, it may turn up a competitive product in the global market of payment processing systems. The combination of the blockchain technology and the Russian developments may attract foreign financial institutions to seek cooperation in banking, lure new customers worldwide and in those environments, which are exposed to the risk of being disconnected from the widely spread and monopolistic payment network.
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January 1, 2012, the U.S. Federal Government imposed sanctions against the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran. January 23, 2012, the European Union countries gradually slow down their cooperation with the oil sector of the Islamic Republic of Iran and its Central Bank. From January to February, the United States Department of the Treasury placed restrictions on Iran’s Tejarat Bank and Dubai-based Noor Islamic Bank as the USA spotted the assistance it provided to Iran in evading international sanctions. In March 2012, the SWIFT network put a halt to servicing Iran’s financial institutions, which were subject to the EU sanctions. In 2012 three packages of sanctions were taken into effect. As part of the first sanctions package, the Iranian banks were cut off from the SWIFT network. In fact, it isolated the Iranian banks from the rest of the world making the national financial
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institutions look at less effective, costly and legally dubious schemes for international trade and currency deals, primarily, in the oil sector. The second package prohibited the insurance coverage for oil tankers transporting the Iranian hydrocarbons. Finally, the third package marked the beginning of the EU embargo on purchase of the Iranian oil [1]. In this article I solely discuss the disconnection of the Iranian banks from SWIFT and further propose my own solutions, which may be effectuated with the help and for the interests of the Russian Federation. The above measures of the Western countries are a fairly reasonable response to the nuclear program of Iran. It is noteworthy that the Iranian government presided by Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accelerated the nuclear program development, thus agitating the global community and invoking new sanctions against Iran. The restrictions are certain to have undermined the economic development of Iran, while the exclusion of the Iranian banks from the SWIFT network weakened the foreign trade of Iran.

It is important to understand what the SWIFT payment network looks like. Being developed by the global community, the SWIFT payment network is a leading international system of financial communications transporting financial messages in a prompt, secure and reliable manner worldwide.

The SWIFT community was created in 1973 by 239 banks and 15 countries in accordance with the Belgian laws [2]. The number of its users has grown more than 40 times, embracing nowadays about 10 thousand financial companies in 200 various States [3]. The SWIFT network is an absolute leader among the existing international payment processing systems. It transfers over one million transactions, which amount to over 2.5 billion annually². Furthermore, according to some sources of the National Security Agency of the United States of America has access to information about all transactions passing within the system³.

What mainly affects the development of the Russian - Iranian economic relationship is a lack of effective mechanisms for banking and financial activities as part of foreign trade. Both parties certainly maintain a continuous dialogue to improve respective activities and even settle their accounts in national currencies. However, the cooperation between Russia and Iran stalled due to the Western sanctions against the latter [4]. In my opinion, the economic cooperation between Russia and Iran suffered the most painful blow when the Central Bank of Iran was kicked off the network and Iranian banking institutions were excluded from the SWIFT network. The sanctions were not long standing. In 2016, the Iranian government headed by Hassan Rouhani succeeded in defying most of the economic sanctions and had access to the international interbank system resumed [5]. However, I believe, the Iranian economy was teetering on the brink of abyss during the period. For example, GDP decreased by USD 75.5 billion during the first year of the sanctions, while the export of goods fell by USD 21.5 billion against a 12.5-percent increase in inflation⁴. I also should mention that the disconnection from SWIFT inflicted the devaluation of currency [6]. Over six thousand production enterprises (about 67 percent of their total number) were almost bankrupt [7] (Fig. 1).

Iran's economic losses could cause more detrimental fallout if the business community of Iran did not expect such sanctions and adapted to respective measures. Iran made active attempts to bypass the barriers trying alternative methods of interbank payments. For instance, numerous settlements in national currencies, barter deals, usage of gold in trade, exchange of third country’s currency, Hawala money transfers and U-turn transactions. Paragraphs below overview all the main methods of trade deals, which Iran resorted to, when trying to bypass the sanctions against its banking sector.

It got much more complicated to settle international deals with the U.S. dollars due to the measures against Iran. In 2012–2013 Iran had at least three
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foreign exchange rates – the official rate of the Central Bank, convertible rate for import and export purposes and free rate (market). Therefore, if the client had a deposit in the U.S. dollar with the Iranian bank, the bank did not extend them to the client, but rather was ready to buy them at its official rate. Such conversion entailed certain losses for the client. Moreover, if the currency was needed for some individual purposes, the U.S. dollar could be bought in the free market at triple price [8]. Thus responding to the sanctions, Iran had to transact using only national currencies. Iran agreed with India, China and Turkey to use rupee, yuan and lira respectively for payments. Using the national currencies of the above countries, Iran purchased local goods.

Hydrocarbons are the main products which Iran exchanged for goods or money. In 2015, Russia and Iran made barter arrangements obliging Iran to supply oil to Russia, while Russia was to deliver construction materials, equipment and grain crops. Such deals were also clinched with India and China. For example, India undertook to supply rice, pharmaceuticals and steel in exchange for the Iranian oil5.

Being laden with the sanctions, Iran did not disdain to accept gold as a means of payment. This can be illustrated with the Turkish–Iranian deal for exchange of gas for gold. There a 37-fold increase in the imported goal from Turkey was recorded. However, the deal enabled the USA and EU to exert much political pressure on Turkey, thus forbidding to sell gold and other precious metals in Iran [9].

If Iran faced any difficulties in settling deals with national currencies, it could obtain the U.S. dollar by simply exchanging the Iranian rial for the U.S. dollar in other countries. In September 2012, there were more instances of exchange of the Iranian rial for the U.S. dollar in Afghanistan. The Afghan intermediaries were found to exchange a given amount and transfer money to Iran using, indeed, rather a trivial method, i.e. Iranian taxis running across the Iranian – Afghan border and Herät.

The Hawala payment transfer system is interesting as well. The Hawala system is distinctive as all financial transactions are not supported with documents, but rather rest upon the confidence of parties. Brokers of the Hawala system are the main actors in the scheme since they arrange cross-country transfers of money. Money physically remains in the country since the remitter channels money to the broker in the same country. It receives a secret code, which generally consists of digits indicated on one of the banknotes, while the beneficiary in the other country shall produce this code only to a second broker in order to obtain the equivalent amount in the local currency. As a result, brokers settled their accounts through a clearance system, which may involve gold, precious metal and services in certain cases in order to close off the balance. The Hawala system does not entail numerous bureaucratic technicalities, having the maximum threshold for money transfer (usually up to USD 100 thousand) and channeling the transfer within 48 hours. The Hawala systems charge rather low fees for transactions, ranging from 1 to 1.5 percent of the transferred amount. Such characteristics enables brokers to remain inconspicuous for the U.S. regulator, which monitored whether the anti-Iran sanctions are observed, and countered money laundering practices. The Hawala system could wire money from Iran to a certain country of the Middle East and then stream it to various banks of Asia, Europe and the USA6. Confidentiality of the Hawala system is another merit, making it attractive, though vulnerable to abuses [10].

The U-turn cooperation between the Iranian and European banks became one of the most popular schemes in Iran during the sanctions. I should note that the USA qualified such transactions as money laundering. The U-turn scheme is designed so that the customer purchases the oil from the Iranian party for its national currency. Payment is debited to the bank account located outside Iran. Afterwards it was wired to a U.S. bank account. There money is converted into the U.S. dollars and subsequently
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transferred to the other foreign bank on an account releasing it to Iran. Iran receives the amount in a currency it needs (U.S. dollars). In December 2012, there were announcements that Standard Chartered Bank managed to make more than 60 thousand transactions through the U-turn scheme for the Iranian financial institutions. The U.S. authorities then condemned the bank for money laundering for Iran. As a result, Standard Chartered Bank paid USD 327 million in penalties to the USA. Royal Bank of Scotland, UniCredit, HSBC, Deutsche Boerse, Société Générale and Crédit Agricole were also involved into the case, being accused of violation of the sanctions against Iran. Despite the U.S. sanctions, many renowned European banks continued the cooperation with the Iranian clients.

Responding to the sanction in the above manner, the Iranian business sector managed to inhibit the economic slump and sustain business relations as active as possible in the given circumstances. However, in my opinion, the adverse effect of the Western restrictions could be mostly prevented. The Iranian business could have better tackled the banking restrictions, if the alternative interbank payment processing mechanism had been timely implemented with other things being equal.

There is a similar alternative in the Russian Federation nowadays, but it still has some limitations. This is the Central Bank of Russia’s System for Transfer of Financial Messages (SPFS) running through the ICT system of the Central Bank of Russia and serving as an alternative interbank communication channel transmitting electronic messages about financial transactions in a steady and smooth manner. Russia’s SPFS was launched at the end of 2014 after the European Parliament and foreign offices of the European countries warned about a possible exclusion of Russia from the SWIFT network. It is worth mentioning that the European Parliament called for such measures as part of the economic sanctions against Russia. However, the SWIFT network is formally independent from the EU and USA. According to its official statement, obeying this recommendation will tarnish its reputation and violate its right since the SWIFT remains a large and independent provider of financial services, without being bound by any political resolutions.

The Russian analogue was designed to ensure the uninterrupted transfer of financial messages if the global service is banned. According to bank clerks, SPFS is not exposed to any external threats, thus being able to ensure the stability of the banking sector. As of December 1, 2017, 355 Russian banks were connected to SPFS. Hence, 46 percent of all credit institutions have already put SPFS into practice. Currently ministries elaborate how the BRICS nations could be linked to the Russian analogue of SWIFT. However, the Russian product did have some flaws at the moment this article was written. Such flaws may include few financial and credit institutions connected to SPFS, insufficient presence in the international market, regulatory restrictions obstructing foreign entities to become clients of the Central Bank of Russia’s SPFS, non-working days and public holidays interrupting the SPFS operations. In my opinion, pros overwhelm contras since some conceptual aspects, such as zero fee for accession and servicing, lower messaging costs and ongoing system upgrade. These are important competitive advantages of the product in the international banking market. For the sake of comparison, SWIFT charges up to USD 200 thousand on each new customer connected to the network. The annual cost of service amounts to EUR 10 thousand.

Trying to upgrade the Russian alternative payment processing network, the Central Bank of Russia intends to integrate blockchain technologies into the product. In this context it would be reasonable to describe the blockchain technology, summing up positive effects of its implementation in SPFS. Blockchain offers another method to store data or keep the digital ledger of transactions, deal and
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contracts. They mainly constitute the information that shall be separately and independently recorded and verified, if needed. Blockchain may store details of granted loans, titles, breaches in road traffic rules, marriage registrations and any other sensitive information. What makes it so different and advantageous is that the ledger is not concentrated in one source but fragmented among several hundreds and even thousands of computers worldwide. In the technology, digital notes are aggregated into blocks, which are cryptographically and chronologically linked into a chain through complex mathematical algorithms. Each block is tied to the previous one, encompassing a set of records, while new blocks are inevitably added at the end of the chain. The encryption process, also known as hashing, is run by numerous computers connected to the same network. If their computations completely coincide, the block is assigned a unique digital signature. Once the ledger is updated and a new block is generated, it no longer can be altered, thus being un falsifiable [11].

It should be noted that the ledger is renewed on all the computers of the network simultaneously. Therefore, the ramified nature of blockchain databases almost rules out the possibility of computer attacks because hackers would need to get access to databases of all the computers in the network. The blockchain technology also protects personal details of the sender, anonymizing the entire process. Even if the original document or transaction is modified in the future, they will be attached the other digital signature, signifying an instance of incompliance in the system [12]. Digital signatures serve for authorizing and modifying transactions since an intruder will not be able to make changes whatsoever without having a digital signature [13] (Fig. 2).

As for the hands-on usage of the blockchain technology, the financial sector may take the lead. The reason may be that blockchain-based transactions as part of financial services may significantly reduce costs and increase the efficiency of processes within a short period of time [14].

I believe that Central Bank of Russia’s SPFS will be substantially improved and upgraded if it is fitted with the distributed ledger technology. The development and subsequent entry of the blockchain-based SPFS into the international market will not only secure transactions, protect personal details of communicating parties and streamline the exchange of information among clients, but also considerably reduce consumers’ costs and handle transactions uninterruptedly 24/7. The tool will enable eligible banks to spend less resources and time on daily financial transactions, thereby optimizing their operations and circumvent international political and economic restrictions, like sanctions.

At the end of 2016, the Russian authorities resumed the digital economy development initiative. In his address to the Federal Assembly Russian President Vladimir Putin called for domestic advanced research and scientific solutions to move the economy and social sector forward. Vladimir Putin also emphasized the need to focus on the so called cross-cutting technologies, i.e. digital technologies bringing the robust technological potential and shaping the overall picture of the economy. Furthermore, the Russian President suggested launching a large-scale program for developing the economy of a new technological generation, which is to be created and implemented by the Russian corporations and research centers. Vladimir Putin also stressed the importance of the issue for the national security and technological independence of Russia [15]. In this respect, it is possible to say that the blockchain technology in SPFS revoices the mission of the digital economic development.

The Islamic Republic of Iran clearly demonstrated possible fallouts of economic sanctions. The EU and U.S. barriers to international financial flow of Iran turned to be very palpable for the economic situation there. As I mention above, an alternative international interbank payment system would reduce Iran’s economic losses. The Russian payment system based on the blockchain technology would be primarily interesting for Iran since further sanctions against it are not improbable.

The blockchain-based SPFS is supposedly capable of morphing into a competitive and cost-effective product for financial institutions. Messages
transmitted through the system will be processes at any time, without being trapped due to days-off and holidays because the technology will be unmanned. Political background is not the last thing to mention in this context since global political and economic confrontations often induce restrictions and bans. The solution will back domestic banks in the case of such restrictions, facilitating their international financial transactions.

The EU countries may possibly become partners to cooperate and implement the Russian technology in the banking sector of a certain country [16]. According to experts, Iran considers the EAEU as a would-be strategic partner [17]. It may be a sign of possible economic cooperation between the EAEU countries and Iran, without using any Western payment mechanisms.

Currently, the Central Bank of Russia supervises and monitors the existing system of financial messaging on its own, thereby ensuring the security, stability and efficiency of its operations [18]. However, the role of the Central Bank of Russia should be revised in order to implement new technology into its SPFS from perspectives of its regulatory and supervisory functions since there is strong likelihood of illegal transactions, such as terrorism financing and money laundering. The Central Bank of Russia should also appoint a body to be responsible for security and protection of those who may use the payment system since they are exposed to hacking and other cyber threats [19].

Banking sanctions against Iran seriously affected its foreign trade relations. Iran revealed its dependence on the Western payment systems when the Iranian credit and financial institutions and companies were cut off from the SWIFT network. Pursuing the multipolarity of the world, it is sensible to consider not only geopolitical and military interests but also economic ones, especially in banking. Currently, SPFS operates in the Russian Federation as an alternative method for transacting. It is not widely spread since few users need to opt for the system and it has limited working hours.

If the Russian payment system is upgraded and fitted with the blockchain technology, it will unleash its potential and successfully enter the international market. The Russian alternative significantly reduces costs of financial institutions and decreases the dependence on the Western payment mechanisms. I believe, Iran is a priority for Russia's SPFS using the blockchain technology as its not only contributes to the cooperation of the nations in banking, but also bolsters the Russian–Iranian trade and economic relations and friendship.

Figure 1
Trends in the Gross Domestic Product of the Islamic Republic of Iran (2005—2015), billion USD

Source: The World Bank data
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Figure 2
Blockchain technology: An operation scheme

User A wires money online to User B

Transaction records are visualized as a block

Transaction details are circulated among all the parties to the blockchain system

Money has been wired from User A to User B

The authorized transaction is added to the general chain of blocks

Parties authorize the transaction

Source: Authoring based on materials published on URL: www.rucit.ru (In Russ.)
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